
Anywhere power for 
4-20 mA level sensors

BinCloud Solar Gateway powers level sensors 
on bins or silos. With BinMaster solar, measure 
every bin or silo on site, every hour. Access bulk 
inventory reports on your phone or PC on the 
BinCloud app. 
No power? No problem!
The BinCloud Solar Gateway powers any 4-20 
mA loop-powered sensor and transmits data 

from sensors to the BinCloud app. Take mea-
surements up to once per hour.
The remote power source
The 50-watt solar panel charges the Lithium 
battery pack inside the enclosure. This battery 
powers your sensor(s) and the Gateway which 
collects data and sends it to the cloud.



BinCloud Solar simple set-up
Leave Long Wires Behind
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Simple to Mount & Install
Mount the BinMaster solar panel and Gateway to a wall or hand railing 
near the bin. Or, install an optional pole that bolts to the ground. Then, 
your sensor connects to the Gateway and the solar panel connects to the 
battery. Once set up and charged, data transmits to BinCloud app. No 
additional setup is needed.

Reduce Wiring & Electrician Costs
Hardwiring and electricians add expense and may stand in the way of 
automation. BinCloud Solar Gateway installs easily, and solar eliminates 
energy costs.

Bring BinMaster your challenges.
BinMaster solar solves challenges, but we’re not 
done. We deliver custom solutions with product and 
software enhancements driven by customer need. 
Consultations are always free and friendly. Get a fast 
quote from a real person here to help. 
Imagine that. People helping people… 

Inventory All Day & Night
Solar sounds risky, but BinMaster built a system for the real world. The battery lasts up to 
48 hours without sunshine when sensors and Gateway operate once per hour. The data 
is sent via a cellular antenna. The system needs about 3 hours to charge out of the box or 
after prolonged dreary weather.



Bridge Distance, Obstacles
The BinMaster Solar Gateway provides a great option when power is an issue due to dis-
tance, railroad tracks, or wiring costs.  BinMaster Solar caters to cement plants, mining 
operations, and agricultural co-ops or large farms with bins spread across long distances. 

Accurate Measurements & Reporting
Any loop-powered 4-20 mA sensor works, but many choose non-contact radar for their solar 
package. BinCloud software is a simple, graphic inventory management tool to see material 
levels in all your bins, tanks, and silos containing solids or liquids at every location.

Options, Models, or Configurations
Need multiple sensors? A two-battery solar setup can run up to four 4-20 mA sensors.

Power 
everywhere
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The BIG picture
Your BinMaster Bulk Material Inventory 
System includes only the finest compo-
nents delivered straight from BinMaster, 
Nebraska USA.

The BinCloud Solar System starts with a 
rugged 50-watt solar panel that can be 
mounted on a wall or an optional pole. Bin-
Master representatives can help you find 
the optimal location to mount your panel.

The BinCloud Solar Gateway receives 
measurement data from level sensors 
and sends it to BinCloud software. The 
Gateway holds a special Lithium battery to 
deliver power to your sensor.

Finally, world-class BinMaster sensors, 
powered by your Solar Gateway, take 
measurements of your bin, silo or tank 
so bulk inventory is easily found on your 
phone or PC.


